Abstract-Grouping batch and sorting order (GBSO) for smelting charges is a key cycle in refined copper strip producing.
INTRODUCTION
Comparing with grouping batch and sorting order (GBSO) problem of smelting charges in iron and steel production, more rigorous requirement is put forward for that in refined copper strips production. As refined copper strips limit ingredient ratios in varied charges more rigorously, the sequence of charges with different ingredient ratios will influence the precisions of varied charges. Thus, flexibility and adaptable feasibility must be considered when GBSO; order sizes of refined copper strips are relatively small, all the relations between orders and charges (multi-order to one charge, one order to multi-charge, one order to one charge) almost will be considered during each GBSO, thus, due dates limit of orders for refined copper strips becomes more complex; as high precision production, refined copper strip's order priority requirement also becomes popular; virtual orders usually will be used to grouping batch when orders are not enough or orders are difficult to be combined. Considering above discussion, GBSO problem in refined copper strips becomes very difficult problem. GBSO is one of the most key cycles for systemic production organization of refined copper strips.
Most research on GBSO problem focuses on iron and steel production domain. In [1], some optimization objectives such as grouping order number and tube sawing length are considered for steel tube order grouping problem, and a heuristic algorithm is presented. In [2] , a series of heuristic algorithms was designed to solve problems in optimization of short and unfixed order-grouping in steel tube production. In [3] , the concepts of group batching factor, program type and bill of assignment are proposed, and the group batching between customer order and the manufacturing material in the enterprise is incorporated so as to form the group batching optimization of customer order. In [4] , aiming at characteristics of direct hot charging roiling (DHCR) and direct roiling (DR) process, the concept of combinational batchs is proposed during integrative batch planning for steelmaking-continuous casting-hot rolling. In [5] , for cold rolling line, a fuzzy batch production scheduling model is established, in which each batch is considered as basic scheduling unit . In [6] , for steelmaking-continuous casting-hot rolling integrated production scheduling, a mathematic model is established and P-MA (Pare-to-based Memetic Algorithm) is designed. In [7] and [8] the ant algorithm is applied to acquire the solution for sorting order of jobs.
In above research works, GBSO problem are studied profoundly from varied aspect, and the theory on GBSO is enriched. However, from the reported references, research on GBSO in refined copper strips production is rarely reported, thus, it is studied in detail in this paper.
Diversity of population is the necessary condition for searching the whole feasible solution space [9] . As the solutions obtained by artificial immune algorithm (AlA) appear obvious diversity, multi-choice chance can be provided for GBSO decision in refined copper strips production. AlA has been applied successfully in mode identification, intelligent recommend and complex problem optimization etc., thus, AlA is introduce to implement optimization of GBSO problem in refined copper strips production in this paper.
II. MODEL ESTABLISHING FOR CHARGES GBSO
A. Symbols and Variables Introduction i E I , I -Set of all ingredients in raw materials;
K o -Size of batch need to be grouped; K -Number of all charges need to be grouped; °1 -Set of charges required high quality;
-Set of charges including multi-order;
Yk -Sequence number of charge k in the grouped batch, Yk � K o indicates that charge k is grouped into the batch, otherwise, it needed to be grouped into later batch; k' -Sequence number of charge after GBSO; k * -Charge number with most smelting weight for virtual order;
Y k -Priority parameter of charge k , the larger the value is, the higher the priority parameter is; B(k ') -Brand of charge k' after GBSO;
Uk -The latest sequence number corresponding with due date for charge k ;
s -Sum of brands for all charges needed to be grouped batch and sorted order;
Ai k . 
B. Model Establishing
Several basic preconditions are considered before establishing model. The ingredient requirement in one charge should be same, especially, for the charge with multi-order, the ingredient should meet the requirement of all orders. The minimum charge number in each GBSO should be more than 5.
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In (1), cI>Jk',k;) , cI>2(k') and cI>3(k') is respectively as (9), (10) and (11).
In the objective function, item one indicates that fluctuation between each nearest neighbor charges should be minimized so as to ensure charge calculating easily and stability of smelted ingredient ratios. Item two indicates that charges with high priority should be arranged on former position as much as possible, for charges with multi-order, the highest priority among those orders is primarily considered. Item 3 indicates that the charges with early due date should be arranged on former position as much as possible. Item four indicates that the sum of the most continuous charges with same brands should be maximized as much as possible. Item 5 indicates the charges with same customer should be arranges in continuous positions as much as possible.
Constraint (2) indicates that the sequence number constraints corresponding with due dates of varied charges, and it ensure that the charges which are not included in the batch can also meet the requirement of corresponding orders, i.e., the charges with less time in advance should be included in the batch. Constraint (3) indicates that the charges with high quality requirement should be arranged in position which is larger than k� , here, k� =3. Constraint (4) indicates that the charge with most smelting weight for virtual order can only be arranged in the latest 2 positions if it is included in the batch, thus, it improve scheme flexibility of GBSO when new feasible orders are added. Constraint (5) indicates that charges with multi-order should be arranged in the last position so as to improve the scheme adaptability when partial orders are not satisfied. Constraint (6) indicates that charges with same brand should be arranges in continuous positions. Constraint (7) indicates that the ingredient ratio difference between the first charge and previous charge smelting remainder should be less than a certain threshold. Constraint (8) indicates that if the ingredient ratio difference between the two charges is large enough (i.e., the maximal ingredient ratio difference parameter IS larger than °1 ) should not be arranged on the nearest neighbor positions.
III. MODEL TRANSFORMING FOR GBSO
If the quantity of constraints in optimization model is too large, solving the model will become difficult, and the feasible antibodies in AlA are difficult to be generated. Here, Lagrange relax idea is introduced, and some constraints are transformed into the objective function so as to reduce solving difficulty. Based on above discussion, the model can be transformed to following model. Where, Th , 177 and 17 s is respectively punishment factor of constraint (7), (8) indicates that the corresponding charge will not be included in the batch. The first 6 charges are included in the batch, i.e., charge 8, charge 2, charge 5, charge 10, charge 1 and charge 6 are on the first 6 positions in the GBSO scheme.
B. Detail Implement Steps of AlA
Step 1 : Initialization of parameters: set antibody population size as N ;set activation ratio, control ratio, death ratio and antigen density during clone process respectively as �, OJ 2 , aJ.J and V ;set the minimum density threshold of antibody as U min ,t he threshold of the first h highest density of antibodies as Uh ,t he minimum learning error as E min and the maximal generation iterations Gmax •
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Step2: Initialization of antibody population: generate N random antibodies with length of K in which, Yk ( k = 1,2 .. ·,K) subjects to constraints from (13) to (16), then, initial antibody population Ab come into being, and set initial density of antibody p as Up (p = 1,2···, N );
Step3: Calculation of two categories of affinity degree: for antibodies in Ab , calculate affinity degree m p between antibody p and antigen by (17). Calculate "effective" affinity degree mpq between antibody p and antibody k (the included charges are mainly considered, i.e., the charges from sequence number Ito K o ) by (18), where, Z is the objective function value by (12); Step5:
tpqUp Uq -aJ.JUp (19) Antibody population updating: if antibody ( p = 1,2 .. ·, N ), delete all antibody Ab( p ) , calculate the sum Nd of deleted antibodies.
Step6: Checking of termination condition: if the density of the first h antibodies with the highest density< Uh ' or E> E min , or g ::; Gmax , generate Nd antibodies by the method in step2 in random, repeat steps from step3 to step6, otherwise, the algorithm ends. In above steps, by affinity degree calculation and clone selection, the higher the affinity between antibody and antigen (optimization problem), the larger the cloned antibodies number is; the higher the affinity between other antibody is, the lower the antibody is cloned, thus, the diversity of solutions obtained can be kept.
V. SOLVING AND ANALYZING
According to the practice of GBSO in refined copper strips production, the typical GBSO problem is chose to be as testing instance. The basic information of charges needed to be grouped batch and sorted order is listed in table 1. The ingredient ratios of varied brands are listed in table 2. Here, K = 10, K o =6, °1 =0. 1, °2 =0.25. According to the scale of quantity of varied items in objective function, the weighting parameter 17 1' 17 2 ,173,174 and 17 5 is respectively set as 10,1,1,1 and 1. Charge lO is the charge with most smelting weight for virtual order. Considering the importance degree and quantity scale, punishment factor 17 6 ,177 and 17 s is respectively set as 10,5 and 10.
The optimization solutions of above model by AlA are listed in table 3, the most optimal 4 solutions by AlA in a random experiment are all better than that by heuristic method, and they show obvious diversity. Thus, the validity of the model and ALA is validated. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Demand of refined copper strips comes from many production enterprises which produce high precision electronic 13 production, elastic cell, instrument, radiator, machine manufacture, national defense and war industry production etc., and refined copper strip has become one of the main export productions. Thus, the orders of refined copper strips become more complex on the structures of type, quantity, quality, priority etc., and high sensibility on ingredient ratios for refined copper strips also bring much difficulty for GBSO.
So far, practical experience based heuristic method is applied to obtain relative satisfactory schemes, however, for GBSO in refined copper strips production, there appears broad optimization space. Thus, in this paper, the multi-objective optimization model for GBSO in refined copper strips production is established. To obtain diversified solutions, ALA is designed in detail to solve above problem. The practical typical GBSO problem in refined copper strips production is taken as the application instance, the solutions obtained by ALA shows obvious diversity, and they are all better than that by the practical heuristic method. The validity of above model and algorithm proposed in this paper is validated.
